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[57] ABSTRACT 

A process and apparatus for accurately recording 
medical and personal information obtained from a 
medical patient or a prescription customer, where the 
patient or customer is a member of an institutional 
health service program. A specially formed transpar 
ent matrix containing portions of a written blank for 
mat for the recording of information preprinted 
thereon is also adapted to hold identi?cation and/or 
prescription information records in a proper place rel 
ative to the preprinted format. The matrix, with the 
identi?cation and/or prescription record in place, is 
passed through a copying machine which prints out a 
form ready for use by the doctor, hospital, pharmacist 
or the like. The present method and apparatus pre 
vents errors in transcribing information obtained from 
the patient or customer to the forms required to be 
submitted to the institutional health service program 
for repayment. 

12 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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APPARATUS FOR PREPARING STATEMENTS 

The present invention relates to information record 
ing apparatus and processes, and more particularly to 
a means and method for accurately recording medical, 
prescription, and personal information obtained from 
a medical patient, prescription customer, hospital pa 
tient or the like for the purpose of expediting account 
ing and bookkeeping procedures related to the medical 
treatment or prescription services furnished the patient 
or customer. 

With the advent of social reforms in the area of medi 
cal care and treatment, the problems of accounting and 
bookkeeping relating to services performed by doctors, 
nurses, dentists, pharmacists, hospitals and the like 
have proportionately increased. Pursuant to these re 
forms, medical care is presently available to everyone 
regardless of his ability to pay for the services he re 
ceives. Legislation has been enacted which makes vari 
ous local, state and national governmental and institu 
tional agencies responsible for providing payment to 
doctors, nurses, dentists, pharmacists, hospitals and 
other medical facilities for services rendered to individ 
uals covered by the medical protection plans in ques 
tion. To receive payment in usual cases, the profes 
sional or institution providing the treatment or service 
must submit properly completed forms 'to the paying 
agency, which will then, upon approval, remit payment 
to the professional or institution. 
The forms which are submitted for payment usually 

must include such information as the name and address 
of the individual who received the services, the cost of 
the services, the nature of the treatment received, and 
the name and address of the person or institution fur 
nishing the medical services. In the case of prescription 
services, a copy of the prescription must be submitted. 
The governmental or institutional agency, upon receiv 
ing the form, scrutinizes it to determine that the ser 
vices rendered are covered by the medical program in 
question, that the professional or institution performing 
the services is quali?ed to do so, and that the individual 
receiving the services is eligible to be cared for under 
the program. This information is processed by a staff of 
workers employed by the governmental or institutional 
agency. 

In implementing these medical care programs, sev 
eral governmental bodies have adopted a similar 
method of identifying those persons who are eligible to 
receive medical care at the behest of the public weal, 
and have established a quantum of forms which must 
be accurately completed before the professional or in 
stitution can receive payment for services rendered. 
Various public aid, welfare, medicaid, and medicare 
agencies and the like have issued identification cards to 
people and families on their rolls which serve to indi 
cate to a hospital, doctor, pharmacist, or other service 
entity that the individual is entitled to medical care, 
and that the cost for that care will be borne by the insti 
tutional body which issued the identification card. The 
forms to be submitted for payment have, for the most 
part, been standardized and are made available to pro 
fessionals and institutions. As expected, the prepara 
tion of the form can be a cumbersome and time con~ 
suming task. 
Upon receiving medical aid, or having his prescrip 

tion filled, the recipient must give all the personal infor 
mation contained on his identification card to the sup 
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2 
plier of the services. A problem arises when the infor 
mation from the card is transcribed improperly, which 
will delay, and may even prevent payment to the pro 
fessional or medical facility by the governmental or in 
stitutional agency. Therefore, it is important that the 
personal information of the recipient be correctly re 
corded by the supplier of the medical, prescription, or 
hospital services, and that this information is correctly 
transcribed on the forms submitted for payment. 

It is apparant that when the information must be tran 
scribed from an identi?cation card in the recipient’s 
possession to the proper payment form, the possibility 
of error exists. Therefore, it is a primary object of the 
present invention to provide a means and method of 
preventing errors in transcribing information received 
from a recipient of medical, hospital, or prescription 
services under an institutional program. 

It is a further object of the present invention to pro 
vide a means and method of insuring that one who fur 
nishes medical care treatment or prescription or hospi 
tal services to an individual covered by an institutional 
program may receive personal information necessary 
for obtaining payment without going through the step 
of transcribing such information upon an additional 
form or paper. 

It is also an object of the present invention to furnish 
a means and method whereby a doctor, pharmacist, 
hospital, or the like may pre-print the forms necessary 
to insure payment from institutional medical care pro 
grams whereby the forms when printed, will contain 
personal information about the patient or customer, 
and in the case of a prescription, a copy of the prescrip 
tion itself. The pre-printed forms will also contain the 
blank spaces necessary to record all required additional 
information. 
A further object ofthe present invention is to provide 

a transparent matrix 'pre-printed with portions of an in 
formation recording format, the matrix having means 
to hold information-bearing cards or papers in position 
relative to the pre-printed material to comprise a par 
tially ?lled-out record form when reproduced on a 
blank sheet of paper. 

Still another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a means and method of recording information and 
preparing payment request forms for medical, pharma 
ceutical, and hospital services rendered which allows 
immediate and accurate transcription of personal infor 
mation from an identification card to a printed record 
form. 
An additional object on one embodiment of the pres 

ent invention is to provide a means and method of pre 
paring a prescription payment request form which con 
tains, pre-printed, the personal information relative to 
the customer, an exact copy of the prescription, and 
the name of the physician issuing the prescription. 

In a first embodiment of my invention, a transparent 
matrix is provided, having pre-printed thereon in per 
manent ink, or the like, portions ofa form for recording 
information to be submitted for payment to a medical 
program for professional services rendered to a mem 
ber of the program. The matrix also includes means 
forming a pocket therein for receiving an identification 
card or other information-bearing form and to hold the 
form in position relative to the pre-printed material on 
the matrix such that the identification information ap 
pears through the transparent matrix at a prescribed 
location relative to the remainder of the form. When a 
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patient or customer’s identi?cation form is received, it 
is placed in the pocket of the matrix. The matrix is then 
fed through a standard copying machine, such as an 
electrostatic or thermal transfer copying machine, or 
the like. A facsimile of the printed material on the ma 
trix, plus the information on the identification card will 
be reproduced on the copy paper, which now com 
prises a form for recording pertinent information re 
garding services rendered to the person who is already 
permanently identified on the form. The identi?cation 
form is removed from the matrix and returned to the 
patient or customer. The matrix is now ready to be used 
to create a form for the next patient or customer. 

In a second embodiment of my invention, the matrix 
also includes an additional pocket to receive a form 
upon which a prescription is written. This embodiment 
is specifically adapted to assist a pharmacist in prepar 
ing the medical program forms necessary to obtain re 
payment for prescription services rendered to a mem 
ber of an institutional medical program. When the cus 
tomer’s identi?cation form and prescription order form 
are inserted in the matrix, and the entire assembly is 
passed through a copying machine, a form emerges 
containing pre-printed thereon the customer’s identifi 
cation information, a copy of the prescription filled, 
and blank spaces for the recording of other pertinent 
information necessary for submittal to the institutional 
medical program for payment. 
These and other objects of the present invention will 

become more readily apparent from reading the follow 
ing specification in connection with the accompanying 
drawings wherein: 
FIG. 1 illustrates the matrix comprising the first em 

bodiment of the invention, showing the relative loca 
tion of the identification form and the pre-printed ma 
terial on the matrix; 

FIG. 2 illustrates the matrix of the second embodi 
ment of the invention, showing the relative position of 
the identification card,_ prescription form, and pre 
printed material on the matrix; 
FIG. 3 illustrates the matrix of FIG. 2 with the identi 

fication card and prescription form removed from their 
respective pockets in the matrix; 
FIG. 4 is an exploded rear view of the matrix and 

forms of FIG. 2, illustrating the manner of inserting the 
forms into the matrix; and 
FIG. 5 is a detail view of the matrix, identification 

card, and prescription form of FIG. 2. 
Referring now to the drawings, the matrix comprising 

the first embodiment of my invention is identified by 
the numeral 10. The matrix is composed of a transpar 
ent material, preferrably plastic, capable of having 
inked or other indelible materials permanently affixed 
to the surface thereof. A second piece of material 12, 
not necessarily transparent, is adhered to the upper 
portion of the underside of matrix 10 (as viewed in 
FIG. 1) to form a pocket 14 beneath the top most por 
tion of matrix 10. In the illustrated embodiment, mate 
rial 12 is adhered to matrix 10 by means of a heat seal 
16. However, it is contemplated that any known man 
ner of forming pocket 14 may be utilized within the 
scope of the present invention. 
The lower portion of transparent matrix 10 has 

printed matter 18 permanently affixed thereto. Printed 
matter 18 comprises a form having blank spaces 19 for 
recording information when copied on a sheet of paper, 
as will be described. Printed matter 18 may also include 
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4 
the name of the professional or medical facility render 
ing the service. While printed matter 18 can describe 
a variety of forms, in the first embodiment of my inven 
tion, the printed matter comprises a format which is to 
be completed by a doctor, hospital or the like who has 
furnished professional services to a member of an insti 
tutional health services program. The form must be 
submitted to the program, which in turn repays the 
doctor, hospital, etc. for the services rendered. The for 
mat of the form is usually prepared by the medical ser 
vices program, and copies are furnished to interested 
persons. 
Pocket 14 is adapted to receive and hold an identifi 

cation form such as a card 20 carried by the member 
of the institutional medical services program. This card 
has printed thereon certain personal and medical infor 
mation 22 about the member, such as name, address, 
program identification number, name of the particular 
program in which enrolled, plus any additional infor 
mation deemed pertinent by the program. 
When card 20 is inserted in pocket 14 of matrix 10, 

the identi?cation information on the card is visible 
through the transparent surface of the matrix and is su 
perimposed above the pre-printed matter 18 on the sur 
face of the matrix. In accordance with my inventive 
concept, sufficient blank space is available above 
printed matter 18 such that the information on card 20 
does not interfere or lie directly under any of printed 

' material 18. With card 20 in place in pocket 14, a mas 
ter form has been created which contains an individu 
al’s personal information, and a blank form adapted for 
recording information relative to the medical or other 
treatment or services rendered the individual. 
The next step in utilizing my novel device and 

method is to print a paper form from the master com 
posed of matrix 10 and form 20, properly'located rela 
tive to one another. This is accomplished by placing the 
master matrix and card combination on the exposure 
station of an electrostatic copier, for example, or by 
using the master combination to expose a piece of sen 
sitized paper in a thermal copying machine. It is also 
within the scope of my invention to employ the master 
thus created to reproduce the image thereon using any 
known paper copier machine. 
The duplicate of the master combination created by 

the copying machine will consist of a partially com 
pleted form, containing the identification of the indi 
vidual treated, and blank spaces for the insertion of ad 
ditional information describing the treatment afforded 
the individual as well as the cost of such treatment. 
When the blank spaces are completed, the form is 
transmitted to the institutional medical program indi 
cated on identification card 20. Thus, it will be appreci 
ated that the individuals’s personal information has 
been recorded on the proper payment form without the 
danger of error in transcribing information from card 
20 to the completed form. Also, the person or facility 
offering the treatment need not maintain a bulky sup 
ply of repayment forms on hand. Thus, the danger of 
running out of forms is eliminated. It is apparent that 
the professional or medical facility can be furnished 
with a small quantity of master matrix devices 10 to 
create the forms required by different institutional pro 
grams from a single copying machine. 
The above described forms, and procedure for pre 

paring such forms, may additionally be utilized in the 
printing of medical or paramedical worksheets to assist 
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in the ultimate computerized or manual preparation of 
statements. For example, the form generated by the 
presently disclosed method may consist of a worksheet 
upon which a medical laboratory technician, ambu 
lance driver, or other medical or parmedical assistant 
records pertinent data relative to services rendered. 
This worksheet is then submitted to a billing agency, 
which prepares statements to be forwarded to the pa 
tient. ' 

The second embodiment of my invention, which is 
illustrated in FIGS. 2 to 5, is particularly adapted to be 
used by pharmacists in preparing and completing forms 
authorizing payment for prescription medicine services 
rendered to members of an institutional medical pro 
gram. Most institutional programs require that the form 
submitted by the pharmacist for payment include a 
copy of the prescription itself, as well as personal infor 
mation pertaining to the customer, the name of the 
pharmacist, and the cost of the prescription services. 
To this end, the matrix 10 of'my first embodiment is 
modified to permit a personal identification form or 
card, and a copy of a prescription to be inserted in the 
matrix for preparation of the proper form using a copy 
ing machine as previously described. 
Referring to FIGS. 2 to 5 there is shown a matrix 50 

composed of transparent material, preferably plastic, 
capable of having inked or other indelible materials 
permanently fixed to the surface thereof. The upper 
portion 52 of matrix 50 extends outwardly from one 
edge of matrix 50 as illustrated at the left hand side of 
FIG. 2. A second piece of material 54, which may or 
may not be transparent, is adhered to the underside of 
matrix 50 beneath upper portion 52. The second piece 
of material 52 is adhered to two edges 56, 58 of upper 
portion 52 to form a pocket 60 by means of a heat seal 
62 or any other suitable means. 
Pocket 60 is adapted to receive and hold a form or 

card 64 which has imprinted thereon personal informa 
tion 66 pertaining to an individual covered by an insti 
tutional medical program. The written material 66 on 
card 64 is visible through the transparent surface of 
matrix 50 when card 64 is inserted in pocket 60. 
Matrix 50 has permanently printed thereon written 

material 68 in the nature of blank spaces for recording 
information such as the number of the prescription, the 
item number and the quantity of items furnished. 
The lower portion 70 of matrix 50 has attached 

thereto a third piece of material 72, not necessarily 
transparent, which is adhered to matrix 50 along two 
edges thereof by means of heat seal 62 or any other 
suitable means of adherence. Third piece of material 
72 forms an additional pocket 74 in matrix 50 which is 
adapted to receive and hold a standard prescription 
order form 76, upon which is written the prescription 
78 to be filled by the pharmacist. 
FIG. 4 illustrates how the identification card 64 and 

prescription order form 76 are inserted in the pockets 
60 and 74, respectively, of matrix 50. When identifi 
cation card 64 and prescription order form 76 are 
properly located in pockets 60 and 74, the relative po 
sition of the printed material on each of these forms 
and the written material 68 on matrix 50 is such to form 
a master for preparing a form which contains (1) the 
personal identification of the prescription customer, 
including the name of the medical program in which he 
or she is enrolled, (2) a space in which to record infor 
mation as to the order number, item number and quan 
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{E6 
tity of the prescription medicine furnished to the cus 
tomer, and (3') a copy‘of the‘ipr'escription as written by 
the physician, including'th‘e identi?cation of the physi 
cian issuing the prescription. With this master, a form 
is prepared on a sheet of‘ paper by using a standard 
copying machine ofthe type previously described in ac 
cordance with the steps and procedures set forth in the 
foregoing description of the first embodiment of my in 
vention. The form, as printed from the master, is com 
pleted by the pharmacist, and submitted to the institu 
tional program for payment. 

It should be understood that while I have described 
and illustrated preferred embodiments of my invention 
in connection with specific apparatus and methods, it 
is to be clearly understood that this description is made 
only by way of example, and not as a limitation on the 
scope of my invention. 

I claim: 
1. An apparatus for preparing a master information 

recording form adapted to be processed through a 
copying machine to produce an information recording 
document comprising: 

a matrix composed of transparent material; 
printed matter permanently affixed to one surface of 

said transparent material for providing a printed 
form describing said information recording docu 
ment and providing at least one space which must 
be completed; 

a second material adhered to said transparent mate 
rial to form a pocket in said matrix at a location 
which completes said printed form; 

said pocket adapted to receive a first information 
bearing form juxtaposed over said printed form. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the information 
recording document is a form to be completed by one 
furnishing prescription medicine services to an individ 
ual. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said information 
bearing form comprises an institutional medical pro 
gram personal identi?cation card. 

4. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said transparent 
material is plastic. 

5. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the information 
on said information bearing form is visible through said 
transparent material when ‘said information bearing 
form is located in said pocket. 

6. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said printed mat 
ter on said one surface includes a space whereby said 
information on said first information bearing form is 
visible in said space when said ?rst information bearing 
form is located in said pocket. 

7. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said second ma 
terial is adhered to said transparent material along two 
intersecting edges thereof, whereby said pocket is 
formed by said intersecting edges and said materials. 

8. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein there are at least 
two of said spaces which must be completed: 

a third material adhered to said transparent material 
to form a second pocket in said matrix over the sec 

ond of said spaces which are to be completed, 
said second pocket adapted to receive a second infor 
mation bearing form. 

9. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein said second in 
formation bearing form comprises a prescription medi 
cine order form. 
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10. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein the information 
on said second information bearing form is visible 
through said transparent material. 

11. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein said printed 
matter on said one surface includes a ?rst space dis-> 
posed thereon whereby said information on said first 
information bearing form is .visible through said first 
space when said first information bearing form is posi 
tioned in said pocket, and 
a second space disposed therein whereby said infor 
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8 
mation on said second information bearing form is 
visible through said second space when said second 
information bearing form is positioned in said sec 
ond pocket. 

12. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein said third mate 
rial is adhered to said transparent material along two 
intersecting edges thereof, whereby said second pocket 
is formed by said intersecting edges and said materials. 

* * * * * 


